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BSM High Mass ResonancesBSM High Mass Resonances

Many proposed theories for physics beyond the 
standard model include new heavy particles with 
some coupling to two Z bosonssome coupling to two Z bosons 
Different theories predict such new particles with 
different spins, for example a spin-2 graviton, a spin-p , p p g , p
1 boson arising from a new U(1) gauge group, or a 
spin-0 Higgs-like particle
Gi h ti l X id thGiven such a new particle X, we consider the process 
whereby an X resonance in the LHC decays through 
two Zs, and then into two negatively charged and , g y g
two positively charged leptons (namely e, mu)



Bivariate AngularBivariate Angular 
Distributions

Deriving observables from the bivariateDeriving observables from the bivariate 
distribution of the angles of the negatively 
charged leptons in their respective Z restcharged leptons in their respective Z rest 
frames, we can probe the spin of the 
resonance



Polarization States of the ZPolarization States of the Z

As a massive spin-1 particle, the Z boson has 
three polarization states which we canthree polarization states, which we can 
characterize as right handed, left handed, 
and longitudinaland longitudinal
Each of these states gives a distinct 
probability distribution for the lepton angles



Bivariate Distributions of ZZBivariate Distributions of ZZ
Given two Z bosons we have the relation:

Thus we can generate the bivariate 
distributions of leptons if the state of each Z 
in the ZZ pair is knownp



Bivariate distributions forBivariate distributions for 
the decay of a new particley p

To derive the bivariate distributions for new 
particles we calculate the relative decayparticles we calculate the relative decay 
widths into each possible pair of ZZ states 
(for our analytic calculations we assume that(for our analytic calculations we assume that 
the Zs are on shell)
For example, for the SM Higgs coupling we 
have 



Spin 0 DistributionSpin-0 Distribution



Spin 1 DistributionSpin-1 Distribution



Spin 2 DistributionSpin-2 Distribution



Monte Carlo Event GenerationMonte Carlo Event Generation
To take account of the background and theTo take account of the background and the 
corresponding experimental cuts to deal with it we 
use a Monte Carlo simulator to get a better sense of 
what experiments will seewhat experiments will see
We record events for 250, 500, and 1,000 GeV 
resonances for spin-0, spin-1, and spin-2p , p , p
We require that the invariant mass of the lepton 
pairs reconstruct that of the Z to within 5 GeV, and 

th f ll i i d f th l t i i tuse the following windows for the 4-lepton invariant 
masses

250 GeV 500 GeV 1 TeV250 GeV 500 GeV 1 TeV

7.5 GeV 10 GeV 20 GeV



Events at 1 TeV: The GravitonEvents at 1 TeV: The Graviton



Events at 1 TeV: The ScalarEvents at 1 TeV: The Scalar



Constructing an ObservableConstructing an Observable

Because contour plots are by design effective forBecause contour plots are by design effective for 
continuous distributions and not for the discrete 
approximations resulting from a finite number of 

t t fi d f levents, we must find some more useful 
characterization of the angular distributions
The reality of event production means that someThe reality of event production means that some 
finer aspects of the angular distributions, such as 
even the existence of the transverse ZZ modes in the 
Higgs decay cannot be probedHiggs decay, cannot be probed
However, some features of the angular distributions 
are markedly different for particles of different spinare markedly different for particles of different spin
For example, our spin-1 vertex has no decay modes 
into two longitudinally polarized Zs



Constructing an ObservableConstructing an Observable

One way these differences can be seen is by 
observing the radial density distribution ofobserving the radial density distribution of 
the bivariate plots
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Events at 1 TeVEvents at 1 TeV
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Events at 1 TeVEvents at 1 TeV
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Constructing anotherConstructing another 
observable

We can also plot the distribution as a function 
of the angle from an axisof the angle from an axis
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Events at 1 TeVEvents at 1 TeV
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Events at 1 TeVEvents at 1 TeV
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HELAS and new verticesHELAS and new vertices
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